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Co-Ownership: Topic 2  
 

 Co ownership is when two different people own the same piece of land: 

o Joint Tenancy (generally husband and wife) 

o Tenancy in Common (people own a specific share each, vested in title at the 

same time) 

Joint Tenancy 
 Joint tenancy has to have four unities:  

1. Unity of Possession (requires every co-owner to be concurrently entitled to possess 

the whole property; exercised equally e.g. can't tell your wife to leave the property)  

2. Unity of Interest (no exclusive possession, equal possession. Each joint tenant must 

hold an identical interest in nature, extent and duration.)   

3. Unity of Title (each tenant must have acquired interest from the same transfer, 

conveyance or adverse possession, if acquired from different transactions or acts unity 

of interest will not be satisfied) 

4. Unity of Time (must be vested in title at the same time) and must be the right of 

survivorship. Except a will can vest title at different times under joint tenancy; Ward 

Notes: 

 Each joint tenant is possessed of an undivided interest in the land. 

 Each tenant can use, possess and enjoy the whole of that land subject to the rights of 

the remaining joint tenants. 

 If one of the four unities is removed, joint tenancy will be severed and will revert to a 

tenancy in common. 

 Two or more persons who are registered as joint proprietors shall in the absence of a 

contrary intention, be deemed to hold as joint tenants; s30(2) TLA (Vic) 
 

Right of Survivorship (jus accrescendi) 
 If one co-owner dies in joint tenancy, then the whole estate automatically goes to other 

co-owner, regardless of whether in will supposed to go to Collingwood football club.  

 Right of survivorship is an inherent right of joint tenancy, critical in joint tenancy.  

o Each joint tenant is regarded as being seised or owning the whole of the land, no 

reference to division of shares. 

o Right of survivorship cannot be removed by agreement or exclusion. 

o Corporations can hold land as joint tenants in the same way as if they were 

individuals; S28 PLA 

 S184: If both people in joint tenancy die, but can't tell who died first, then the older 

person is deemed to have died first. The property is to be given to the second person to 

die and to whoever on their will; PLA s184 
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Forfeiture Rule 

 If one tenant in joint tenancy kills the other, can't then claim right of survivorship. A 

joint tenant who is unlawfully killed, acquires no legal title to property by right of 

survivorship, holds that interest on constructive trust for those who have a better claim 

e.g. dead persons children; Cleaver v Mutual Reserve Fund Life Association 

o Rule applies to killing as a result of assisted suicide; Public Trustees of QLD 

o Also applies where killing was a consequence of mental illness; Hill 

 Right of survivorship is important in trusts, because when one the trustees dies, there is 

no need for re-conveyance. The remaining trustees immediately become seised of the 

whole of the property. Most trustees hold trust property as joint tenants.  
 

Tenancy in Common 

 Where two or more co-owners own a proportionate share in the land, no interests are 

the same.  

o Every tenant in common owns a distinct share or interest in the land.  

o This interest is identifiable interest in the land, but is not segregated from land. 

o Co-owners can do what they want with that share.  

 Joint tenants own whole, while tenancy in common own specific interest and there 

section will go to whoever noted in their will.  

o Main difference is right of survivorship or the absence of in tenancy in common. 

 Co-owners do not satisfy the unity requirements for the creation of a joint tenancy. Only 

unity of possession is required. 
 

How is Co-Ownership Created?  
 Under common law, when two or more persons are going to own land, need to decide 

between tenancy in common or joint tenancy?  

o To find out how the parties are to be registered it is necessary to work out what 

the parties intended. Have to find out the parities express intentions.  

1. Where no words of severance are employed and one of the unities is absent or 

inconsistent, presumption that joint tenancy was intended by the parties. 

o s30(2) Transfer of Land Act, creates a statutory presumption of joint tenancy 

is absence of words to the contrary or severance 

2. If the parties use words indicating an intention to create proportionate or 

dividable right (words of severance), presumption of intention to create tenancy in 

common. (E.g. in 'equal shares'). 

3. Where co-ownership is expressly set out in the transfer, deed of conveyance or will, 

that express intention is paramount and will override any statute or equitable 

presumption.  

o Alternatively the intention of the parties may be implied from the use of 

more general, non-explicit words which are inconsistent with the unified  
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 For historical reasons common law has presumption parties registered as joint tenants.  

o The intentions of the parties in how they want to be registered can be set out in 

express words or using general words.  

 If the parties have intention to create tenancy in common, Parties may use words 

which indicate an intention to hold separate individual interests in land.     
 

Robertson v Fraser (1871) 6 Ch App 696 

 If in the words used there was the slightest degree of an indication to divide the 

property = tenancy in common will apply.  

 Words used may only indicate a slight tenancy in common, then it is ruled a tenancy in 

common by the courts, the slightest indication abrogates joints tenancy.  

 Examples of words which create tenancy in common: sharing, amongst, equally, alike, 

participate, distributed amongst  
 

Public Trustee v Pfeiffle [1991] 1 VR 19 

 By using language of ‘half interest’, ‘agreement’, ‘divided’, agreement created a tenancy 

in common, inconsistent with joint tenancy. 

 Any word in will, deed or conveyance that shows each person were to take a separate 

share, would create a tenancy in common. E.g. ‘equal and concurrent interests’. 

 The common law presumption of joint tenancy is inappropriate in certain 

circumstances where the agreement contains expressions of intention to confer a 

distinct and dividable interest to the parties. 

 Example of words of severance which indicate an intention to divide and create a 

tenancy in common: Participate in such a request, share/ share alike, distributed 

amongst, equally, respectively, divide equally, be divided between, divided equally as 

joint tenants (still creates a tenancy in common), distributed amongst in equal 

proportions, in between.  
 

Equity 
 Equity prefers tenancy in common over joint tenancy.  

o Equity is equality, and equity says no equality in joint tenancy. 

 Equity will presume the existence of a tenancy in common, where the circumstances 

exist indicate this is intention of the relationship between the parties  

o Regardless of whether common law recognises as joint tenancy 

 Equity has applied its presumption traditionally on tenancy in common in 3 scenarios:  

1. Parties bought property or contributed to purchase price of property in un-

equal shares.  

2. Where parties have acquired the land as mortgagees.  

3. Where the parties have acquired the land under a partnership. 
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 Myan v Jack Chia [1986] AC 549: Court ruled equity presumption not just limited to 

above 3 circumstances, may apply in other circumstances.  

o Equity may deem actions of parties or nature of transactions itself, that a 

tenancy in common better effects the parties’ intentions.  

1. Unequal Contributions to Purchase Price 

 If parties contributed in unequal amounts to purchase, court will presume tenancy in 

common in proportion to parties’ contribution.  

o If the contributions to purchase price was equal= Presumption of Joint Tenancy. 

o If the money had been provided in unequal shares= Presumption of Tenancy in 

Common, in proportion to contributions made. 

Delehunt v Carmody (1986) 161 CLR 464  

 Bought home together, contributed equally to purchase price, however house in only 

one person’s name. There was a verbal agreement though, that they would own the 

house in equal shares. C died however without leaving a will, ex-wife tried to claim half. 

HELD:  

 In the absence of any statutory modification, where the parties contributed equally (not 

unequally), equity will follow common law and presume a joint tenancy.   
 

2. When Parties acquire the Property as Mortgagees 

 Where two or more persons advance money on mortgage, equity will presume a 

tenancy in common, regardless of whether money contributed equally or unequally. 

o The reason equity takes this stance: A tenancy in common reflects the 

commercial nature of the transaction.  

o In matters of commercial transaction, the right of survivorship is inappropriate. 

Buckley v Barber 

 As mortgagees have a form of investment, equity regards co-owner or co-mortgagee as 

not accruing to survivors.  

o If there is express term of joint tenancy will prevail though. 
 

3. Where the parties have acquired the land under a Partnership  
 Where partners acquire land for the purpose of a business partnership, equity will 

presume hold land as tenancy in common. 

 Right of survivorship is an inappropriate principle in commercial transactions, even if 

transaction terms loose. Specifically where purpose if simply for profit. One partner 

would otherwise lose their whole investment to the other partner. 

o Joint tenancy is generally only for husband and wife. 
 

Malayan Credit Ltd v Jack Chia-MPH Ltd [1986] 1 AC 549 

 No words of severance or any indication of intention in the lease, thus assumed at 

common law parties were joint tenants.  
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 However under equity, tenancy in common was created as parties agreed between 

themselves which party would occupy how much of the land and divide of costs based 

on agreed unequal shares of occupancy.  

 Payment of monies also indicated tenancy in common with unequal contribution to 

purchase price. 
 

Should tenancy in common apply in domestic nature? 
 

Stack v Lowden 

 Legal joint tenancy should be established as basis relationship, unless evidence to the 

contrary (difficult to establish to contrary in domestic situation).  

 A range of family factors should be taken into account such as nature of relationship, 

contributions made and the overall circumstances to determine whether a tenancy in 

common was intended.  
 

Trustees v Cummins  

 The subsistence of nature-money relationship supports the presumption of a joint 

tenancy. Any disproportionate contributions are part of marriage life and still will be 

joint tenancy.  

 Married couple/ domestic relationship a joint tenancy presumption. 
 

Rights and Duties of Co-owners 
 Each co-owner of tenancy in common obtains a right to possess the co-owned property.  

 

Right to Claim Money for Improvements 
 At common law the right of co-owner who improved co-owned property, can only 

claim from the non-contributing co-owners, if they had consented to the spending of 

that money; Leigh v Dickeson 

Equity View 

 Allowed expenditure and repairs to be taken into account in sale or splitting up of co-

owned property; Brickwood v Young 

 Based on equality and fairness, non-contributing parties should not unfairly benefit 

from the improvements of others.  

a) No need to obtain consent,  

b) Only obtain money contributions back from non-contributors when selling or 

splitting up property with higher entitlement to money.  

c) The amount of money spent on improvement and repairs given the co-owner a 

lien over the property. 

 A co-owner who spent money on improvements is entitled to the lesser amount of 

what was spent in improvements/ repairs and the value of the land. 
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 What is included in improvements and repairs is debatable. The cost of the material will 

be included as will the cost of labour where the improvements or repairs have not been 

carried out by the co-owner/themselves; Tierney 

 S233: Entitles the co-owner to seek from VCAT an order for compensation. VCAT will 

take into account amounts reasonably spent on improvements, maintaining or insuring 

the property, rates, mortgage repayments and other damage caused by unreasonable 

use of property by a co-owner. 

o Current Position: All reasonable maintenance costs are claimable  
 

Right to Receive Rent or Pay Occupation Rent  
 

 Each co-owner has an undivided share in the land, derived the right to occupy the 

whole land. Thus if one co-owner is in occupation, the occupying owner is not obliged 

to pay rent to the non-occupying owner, without a remedy.  
 

Exceptions^:  

1. Where the co-owner expressly agrees to pay rent, (the occupying co-owner will then 

become contractually liable to pay that fee or rent; Leigh v Dickeson 

2. If there is an ouster, one co-owner who occupies the land wrongfully excludes the 

other co-owner.  

o Wronged owner can sue ouster co-owner for wrong exclusion and mesne profit 

(occupation fee or rent); Biviano v Natoli 

o Ouster: A temporary disturbance of access to the property is not an ouster.  

 Changing locks on doors and windows with intention of excluding other 

co-owners= ouster.  

 If co-owner behaves violently to force other co-owner to leave= ouster.  

 If one co-owner obtains a court order to remove violent co-owner then 

not ouster and lawful. 

o Court asks whether unreasonable to expect wronged co-owner to exercise his 

right to occupation fee. 

3. Where a co-owner in occupation obtains an amount for improvement or repairs, 

that amount will be offset by the amount asked to pay rent by the non-occupying 

owners; Luke v Luke 

4. At Common Law if one co-owner receives rents or a profit from the occupation or 

use of land, there is no requirement that other co-owner/s should receive a 

proportionate share of that rent or profit.  

o In Equity, when the rent or profit received represents more than one co-owners 

fair share, the remaining co-owners are entitled to receive compensation of the 

profits. 
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o PLA s234: governs accounting & enables a co-owner to apply to VCAT for an 

accounting (compensation) in accordance with S28A.  

o S234B empowers VCAT to make any order it says fit to ensure just and fair 

compensation of amounts received by co-owners including receipts by a co-

owner of more than there proportionate share of rent or other payments from 

non-co-owners. 

VCAT 

 S234, S234B and S28A PLA, gives right to VCAT can order the taking of accounts, rents 

and profits received, then split it up between co-owners. 

 S233(1): VCAT may order that compensation be paid or made by a co-owner to another 

co-owner or other co-owner, that co-owners account to each other and that an 

adjustment be made to a co-owners interest in the land to take into account amounts 

payable by co-owners.  

 In determining whether to make those orders, VCAT considers: 

o Any amount that a co-owner has reasonably spent in improving the land or 

goods 

o Any costs reasonable incurred by a co-owner in the maintenance or insurance of 

the land or goods 

o The payment by a co-owner of more than that co-owner’s proportionate share 

of rates, mortgage repayments, purchase money, instalments or other outgoings 

in respect of that land or goods for which all co-owners are liable 

o Damage caused by the unreasonable use of the land or goods by a co-owner 

o Whether co-owner who occupies land should pay money equivalent to rent 

 VCAT must not make an order requiring a co-owner who occupied the land to pay rent 

unless; s233(3) 

o Seeking compensation for money expended by the co-owner in relation to the 

land, or  

o Co-owner excluded from the land or co-owner has suffered a detriment because 

it was not practicable for the co-owner to occupy the land with other co-owner 

 S234B: VCAT may make any order it think fit to ensure that a just and fair accounting 

received by co-owners in respect of the land or goods occurs, VCAT can:  

a) Order a co-owner who has received more than the share of rent or other 

payments from a third party in respect of the land or goods to which that co-

owner is entitled to account (compensation) for that rent or other payments to 

the other co-owners; and 

b) Make any order it considers just and fair for the purposes of an accounting by a 

co-owner who has received more than that co-owner's just and proportionate 

share to the other co-owners of the land or goods 
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Right of Co-Owner to Encumber or Alienate the Interest of another Co-Owner 
 

1. A co-owner is entitled to alienate (transfer) or encumber there interest in the co-

owned land, buy selling or mortgaging or leasing or assigning, as long as the 

encumbrance does not unduly interfere with possession of the remaining co-owners. 

2. Any selling, leasing or mortgaging will have the effect of severing the joint tenancy. 

 Hedley v Roberts: Any alienation that results in the transfer of an interest to a 

third party will sever a joint tenancy unless the third party acquires that interest 

in full unity with the remaining co-owners. 

3. When entering into contract with third party, will not bind the interest of the other 

co-owners. If one joint tenant wants to lease his share to a third party, all he does is 

bind the lessee to his own share.  

o Where one joint tenant enters into a lease with a third party, the interest 

they confer onto third party is the same interest they have as a co-owner.  

 The new tenant becomes entitled to enjoy the whole of the land, 

without being able to exclude each other.  

 Such a lease would effect a severance, a joint tenancy would become 

a tenancy in common. 

 Frees v Unger: A joint tenant could grant a lease that would bind his or her own 

individual share. But the new tenant could not exclude other joint tenants who had not 

joined in the granting of the lessee. Lessee has the same rights as co-owner.  

 A co-owner cannot wilfully destroy the property and affect the interests of the 

remaining co-owners; Wilkinson v Haygarth 
 

Creation of an Easement- Headley v Roberts (1977) VSCA 

 A joint tenant or tenant in common can encumber his interest in the land, as to compel 

joint owner to submit to encumbrance so long as encumbrance does not interfere with 

other co-owners right to possession of land, same possession rights are before.  

o E.g. toilet on land did not in this case cause undue influence to other co-owner of 

the land, area was already subject to drains etc...      

 When you create an encumbrance, it severs the joint tenancy.  
 

Joint tenancy.  

 When the joint tenant who created an encumbrance dies so too does the 

encumbrance that the now dead co-owner created. 
 

Tenancy in common=  

 Encumbrance continues as gets passed down to next person on the will. 

 

 

 


